
The Voices of PIXAR Characters
Not all of the names in the word bank are used in the puzzle.

Email the bonus clue to dzneynut.puzzle@gmail.com for a chance to win a Disney pin!
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Woody   Dash   Buzz Lightyear   Mr Potato Head   Bo Peep   Wheezy   Slinky Dog   Rex   Jessie   John   
Stinky Pete   Flik   Hopper   Boggs   Francis   Slim   Sulley   Rosie   Mike   Boo   Celia   Atta   Marlin   
Dory   Gill   Roz   Crush   Bob Parr   Elastigirl   Dim   Frozone   McQueen   Hudson   Andy   Mater   Sally   
Molt   Zurg   Remy   Muntz   Dug   Manny   Russell   Carl   Nigel   Squirt   Paul   

★ Holds the distinction of voicing a character in every PIXAR animated feature. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 



Across
1. The voice of this most awesome turtle from 

'Finding Nemo' was provided by PIXAR 
screenwriter, Andrew Stanton.

3. The late Jim Varney provided the witty voice for 
this 'Toy Story' character. (2 words)

5. This character, #4 Down's younger brother, was 
voiced by comedic-actor, Richard Kind.

6. Tom Hanks provides the voice for this lovable 
cowboy in the 'Toy Story' trilogy.

9. Christopher Plummer provides the perfect voice 
for this 'Up' villain. (Charles _____)

10. Annie Potts provided the voice of this blue-eyed 
character that was always after Woody. (2 
words)

13. Samuel L. Jackson quietly portrayed Parr family 
friend, Lucius Best and this cool superhero in 
'The Incredibles.'

14. Craig T. Nelson provided the voice for Mr. 
Incredible and his boring alter-ego. (both 
names)

16. Holly Hunter gives a moxy performance as 
Helen Parr and this superhero mom in 'The 
Incredibles.'

19. What is the first name of the one-eyed character 
in 'Monsters, Inc.', hilariously voiced by Billy 
Crystal?

20. What cowgirl does Joan Cusack provide the 
voice for in 'Toy Story 2 & 3'?

23. John Goodman makes it easy to love this furry 
lead character from 'Monsters, Inc.'  (nickname)

24. Neurotic Albert Brooks provides the perfect 
voice for this 'lost' dad in 'Finding Nemo.'

26. The late Paul Newman provided the voice of 
experience for Doc ______, the town's auto-
medic in 'Cars.'

29. Tim Allen voiced this slightly confused lead 
character from the 'Toy Story' trilogy. (2 words)

Down
1. Mike had his 'eye' on this female character in 

'Monsters, Inc.', voiced by Jennifer Tilly.
2. What is the nickname the characters of 

'Monsters, Inc.' bestow on the little girl voiced by 
Mary Gibbs.

3. Kelsey Grammar gives life to this truly evil villain 
in 'Toy Story 2.'  (2 words)

4. Kevin Spacey provided the voice for this villain 
in 'a bug's life' who was not so fond of birds!

7. This lovable character from 'Up', who has a 
thing for squirrels, was actually voiced by the 
co-director, Bob Peterson.

8. Denis Leary provided the not so feminine voice 
for this ladybug in 'a bug's life.'

9. Don Rickles provided the voice of this wise-
cracking 'Toy Story' character. (3 words)

11. Edward Asner gave life to this retired gentleman 
on a mission in 'Up.' (____ Fredricksen)

12. David Hyde Pierce provided the perfect voice for 
this typecast thespian walking stick in 'a bug's 
life.'

13. Dave Foley gives life to this lead character in 'a 
bug's life.'

15. What is the name of the dinosaur in the "Toy 
Story' trilogy, voiced by Wallace Shawn?

17. Who is the leader of the fish tank gang in 
'Finding Nemo,' ably voiced by Willem Dafoe?

18. The lead character and unlikely chef in 
'Ratatouille' was voiced by Patton Oswalt.

21. The character in #24 Down eventually falls for 
this sassy Porsche in 'Cars,' played by Bonnie 
Hunt.

22. Jordan Nagi provided the voice for this boy 
scout who wouldn't take no for an answer in 
'Up.'

24. Owen Wilson supplies the perfect voice for the 
cocky Lightning _______ in the 'Cars' films.

25. This friendly pelican who helped Marlin and 
Nemo was voiced by none other than Capt. 
Barbossa himself, Geoffrey Rush.

27. What is the name of the absent-minded regal 
tang in 'Finding Nemo,' unforgettably voiced by 
Ellen DeGeneres?

28. Larry the Cable Guy provided the voice for this 
lovable tow truck in the 'Cars' films.


